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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we discuss the discrimination of SARS-COV2 viruses associated with three major affected countries the USA, China, and Germany. The
discrimination can reveal the mutation as the result of viral transmission and its spread due to mutation associated with its protein structure which makes small
changes in the Spike protein. To investigate the mutation in SARS-COV2, we downloaded the protein strains associated with the USA, China, and Germany
from the UniProtKB by advance search through SARS-COV2, country name, and protein name: Accessory protein 7b, 6, ORF3a, 10, 8 protein, Envelope small
membrane protein, Nucleoprotein, Membrane protein, Spike glycoprotein, 3C-like proteinase, and 2'-O-methyltransferase. After retrieving the protein
sequences, we transform the biological form of sequences to their equivalent numerical form by using statistical moments. Further classification algorithms
like Random Forest, SVM are used for their training and classification. Finally, performance evaluation is carried out using K-fold cross-validation,
independent testing, self-consistency, and jackknife testing. The result received through all testing is more than 97%, which shows the visible discrimination
among the protein strains of mentioned countries, which shows the strong mutation in SARS-Cov2 sequences.
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INTRODUCTION
The World Health Organization declared the Severe acute respiratory Syndrome (SARS) as an international epidemic.
The SARS was initially occurred in the Wuhun city of China in December 2019 [1][2][3] [4][5][6]. The SARS-COV2 name
was given to the virus due to its resemblance with the existing virus SARS-COV that was reported for the first time in 2002.
SARS-COV2. This causes respiratory disease also known as COVID-19. It is now a great threat to the human health
throughout and the overall economy of the world. The disease was initially reported in the Wuhan city in China in December
2019 (Ren et al., 2020) [39]. In the very short time, the virus spread throughout the World. As of April 10, 2021 so far, the
positive cases are 134,308,070 which brought the deaths of more than 2,907,944 people. The spread of the virus was very fast
and affected almost all the countries in the World, USA and Germany are included in the most affected countries list as shown
in the Table 1 as per the data retrieved up to April 2021, whereas China is included in this work as the virus is initiated so that
to observe the possibility of mutation with respect to the china and further to USA and Germany as they are the most affected
countries [9].
Table 1. Total Confirmed Cases and deaths reported up to April 10, 2021
Country

Cases

Deaths

United States

31,802,772

574,840

Germany

2,974,110

78,689

China

90000

4636

SARS-COV2 is closely similar to the old pathogenic corona viruses in human like SARS-COV which was spread in 2002 from
china to various part of the World infected more than 8000 people which brought death of 774 people, Similarly MERS-COV
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was initiated in 2012 from the Middle East infected about 2494 people which caused the death of 858 with the very high
fatality rate of 34.4%[40].
The SARS-COV2 genome is a single stranded positive-sense RNA (+ssRNA) is larger as compared to any viruses.
The capsid outside the genome is formed by the nucleocapsid protein (N). Further the packing around the genome by structural
proteins: spike protein (S), membrane protein (M) and and envelope protein (E) [7][8][10][41][42][50] . SARS-COV2 encodes
various open reading frames (ORFs) like as ORF {1ab, 3a, 6, 7a, 8 and 10} located in three regions. These frames are predicted
to code for the replicase polyprotein.

Figure 1. SARS-COV2 Structure representation [42][44]
It is observed through the existing studies that possible adaptation in amino acids composition and its structure
heterogeneity in viral proteins is documented[11][12].. Therefore, Identification of SARS-COV2 viruses and further its
discrimination, due to mutation, as compared to the same viruses in other part of world is very important to understand its
mutation and further to understand its behavior which can be helpful for its prevention and its drug and vaccine discovery.
The experimental identification of SARS-COV2 protein is not a simple process and an inexpensive task. The use of the latest
technology from protein purification to sequence analysis by means of mass spectrometry after tryptic digestion, as described
in [45], is quite time-consuming. Likewise, it is not realistic to analyze a large number of sequences from one part of the world
compared to another part of the world in order to distinguish the pathogen or to identify place from where it is
originated/mutated. Similarly, to identify ORF by homolog search and codon index technique has a very weak performance
mainly due to the small dataset of verified sequences in the same way in the case of S, E N and M SARS-COV2 protein.
Therefore, it is required to have the computational approaches in parallel to the traditional methods to identify these sites [13].
For the purpose various type of identifications approaches, different in nature, are used to identify SARS-COV2 virus
as compared to other viruses or viruses in other animals, like the work done by Randhawa et al., they use taxonomic
classification of the COVID-19 virus as Sarbecovirus, within Betacoronavirus, as well as quantitative evidence supporting a
bat origin hypothesis [46]. They used linear SVM, Quadratic SVM Fine KNN and 10 fold cross validation for modeling and
its performance evaluation
In the work, using genotyping, k-means clustering, time-evolution, sequence-alignment, algebraic topology, proteinfolding stability and network theory, they classify the SARS-COV2 in US in four classes of substrains, they also identified that ,
27964C>T-(S24L) on ORF8 has the highest mutation [47]. In the study [48], SARS-COV2 sequences of 44 outpatients and
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inpatients belong to the locals of the capital Montevideo of Uruguay in South America from March to May 2020. they observed
in the genetic analysis the dominance of S and G clades which make 90% of the viral strains, they didn’t get any correlated
with the structural and non-structural protein. In another research, identification in the variation of N-protein of SARS-COV2
was discussed, for the purpose N-protein from the United state of America was campaered with the N-proteine sequences
retrieved from the city Wuhan, China, they observed 107 mutations in N-protein [49].
In this study we developed a model based on the statistical moment for feature extraction and the classifiers Random Forest
(RF) for its classification. For the model evaluation, we use 10-fold cross validation, Self-Consistency and Jackknife testing to
calculate accuracy (Ac), sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp) and Mathews correlation coefficient (MCC). We obtained a very
imprecise results which predict the possible adaptation in amino acids and structural heterogeneity in viral proteins is predicted.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: In this work four steps are used to develop and validate the machine learning model (1).
Collection of data from the UniProt database (2). Conversion of Biological Sequences to the corresponding equivalent
numerical form so that to use it for training and classification (3). In the third step we will use well-known classifiers to get the
accurate classification so that to fine the discrimination in the data if exist. (4). Will use 10-Fold Cross validation, Jackknife
testing, independent testing, and Self consistency to evaluate the performance of the classifiers as shown in the Figure 2.

Figure 2. Methodology of the proposed work
BENCHMARK DATASET. In Machine learning problems, the valid dataset plays the most important role for the correct and
valid decision. As the quality of predictor can be judge if the data is valid and downloaded from the authentic source. In this
study, to investigate the mutation in SARS-COV2, we downloaded the protein strains associated with the USA, China, and
Germany from the UniProtKB using advance search through SARS-COV2, country name, and protein name: Accessory protein
7b, 6, ORF3a, 10, 8 protein, Envelope small membrane protein, Nucleoprotein, Membrane protein, Spike glycoprotein, 3Clike proteinase, and 2'-O-methyltransferase.
FEATURE EXTRACTION. To classify the biological data, the feature extraction is an unavoidable activity, as without this
we cannot classify the biological data. In this step the biological sequences are transform into vectors motifs, which are
subsequence represent the attribute of the biological data. For such transformation many methods are developed like Aino Acid
Composition AAC, Split Amino Acid Composition SAAC, Position Specific Storage Matrix PSSM, Tripeptide Compositing
TPC, Pseudo-Amino Acid Composition PseAAC and statistical Moments [[17]-[30]]. In this work we will use the statical
moment for the required feature extractions
STATISTICAL MOMENT: The proposed methodology develops on the use of Statistical moments to form a numerical
representation such that the obscured information within the primary structure of proteins stays intact. These moments form a
succinct numerical form such that the original data can be reconstructed without any significant loss of information. Moments
can be obtained up to several orders, each provides a deeper perspective into specific aspects of data like positioning,
eccentricity, skewness, and peculiarity [54]. Mathematicians and statisticians have devised many moments generating
coefficients incarnated based on well-defined distribution functions and polynomials [[55]-[66]].
In the proposed work Hahn moments, raw moments, and central moments are organized to form a feature set. Hahn
moment bear location and scale-oriented variance and are calculated based on Hahn polynomial. Central moments abide
information regarding asymmetry, mean, and variance. The central moments are derived for the centroid of collective data
making these moments scale variant and location invariant. Subsequently, raw moments are scale and location variant and
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represents properties like asymmetry, variance, and mean.
CLASSIFICATION: It is the supervised learning approach in which the computer learns from the given data which contains
independent variables the features or attributes and the dependent variables the labels and makes the classification of the input
data. The main aim is to identify the class of new input data will belong into,. In protein research, the popular classifiers are
SVM, KNN and RF etc. In this project we restricted ourselves to SVM and RF to classify to train the model on the available
dataset, we achieved best results through Random Forest so we discussed its outcomes.
1.1.1. Random Forest: It is a supervised ensemble learning algorithm used for both regression and classification. It
constructs n decision trees for sub dataset randomly retrieved from the base dataset [34][35][36]. Further, every decision
tree calculates the prediction result. At last, the final prediction is made based on the most voted result from the decision
trees as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Random Forest Structure
1.2. Performance evaluation: Performance In this step, we check the performance of the classifier using the outcomes of the
classifier based on the test data in the form of True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False Negative
(FN). Whereas TP is the number of actual positive labels which are predicted positive, TN is the number of actual negative
labels which are predicted negative, FP is the number of negative labels which are predicted falsely positive, and FN is the
number of positive labels which are predicted falsely negative labels, all are shown in the Table-1 which is called the confusion
Matrix.
Table2 . Confusion Matrix.
Actual class

Predicted class

Negative

Positive

China Seq (Negative)

TN (predicted as China Seq)

FP (Predicted as Saudi Seq)

KSA Sequence (Positive)

FN (predicted as China Seq)

TP(Predicted as Saudi Seq)

Using the outcomes, TN, TP, FN and FP, the Accuracy Ac, Sensitivity Sn, Precession Pr, Specificity Sp and Matthew Correlation
Coefficient MCC can be calculated using the following formulas:
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▪

▪

Accuracy: It is the percentage of accurate classification of the data set. It is the total number true positive and true
negative out of the total number of cases.
TP+TN
Ac =
(1)
TP+TN+FP+FN
Sensitivity: This is the total number of positive correct classification. It is defined as
TP
Sn =
(2)
TP+FN

▪
▪
▪

Precision: It is the proportion of correct positive classification (True positive) from cases that are predicted positive.
TP
Pr =
(3)
TP+FN
Specificity: It is the proportion of negative classification out of actual negative. It is defined as
TN
:Sp =
(4)
FP+TN
Mathews correlation coefficient (MCC): MCC is introduced by Brain W. Mathews, is a correlation coefficient use
to predict and observe the classification test. It returns values from -1 to 1. If the value of the coefficient is 1, it
represents the correct prediction and if 0, it indicates random prediction and if -1 then the prediction is not correct.
The MCC is defined mathematically as:

MCC =

(TP  TN ) − ( FP  FN )
(TP + FP)(TP + FN )(TN + FP)(TN + FN )

(5)
Results and Discussion: To validate the performance of developed predictor, we will use the following three methods to evaluate
the effectiveness of the model: Independent Testing, K-fold cross validation and the Jackknife Cross validation.
Independent Testing: This is one of the cross-validation methods which divides the dataset in two parts one for training and
another for testing normally in 80:20 ratio. The predictor is trained by the training data using the selected classifier, in this work,
we use the Random Forest, further the predictor is tested on the test data and calculate Ac, Sn, Pr, MCC and ROC. In this work
we used three datasets one US to Germany, second is US to China and the third is China to Germany whose outcomes are
presented in the Table 2 and by the ROC curves shown in the Figure 2, 3 and 4.
Table 3 Performance matrix using
Model

ACC (%)

MCC

SN (%)

Pr (%)

ROC

US-Germany

95.89

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.96

US-China

98.48

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.94

China-Germany

95.79

1.0

1.0

1.0

(a).

(b)
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Figure 4 ROC Curve Independent Testing (a) US-Germany (b). US-China (c). China-Germany
K-Fold cross validation. It is a very powerful and well-known method to evaluate the performance of the predictor. This
method divides equally the data into K-folds, further it trains the model by K-1 folds and test by the remaining one-fold to
estimate the accuracy Ac, Sensitivity Sn, Precession Pr and Matthew Correlation Coefficient MCC. The method repeats the
process k-time fold by fold. Finally, the method calculates the average performance of all the K-folds calculated matrices. In
this work we used K-fold Cross validation using K=10 for the tree datasets: US-Germany, US-China, and China-Germany
Table 4. 10 Fold Cross Validation Results
Model

ACC (%)

MCC

SN (%)

Pr (%)

ROC

US-Germany

97.22

90.91

0.9

1.0

0.99

US-China

100

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.99

China-Germany

95.79

1.0

1.0

1.0

(a).

(b)
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Figure 5. K-Fold Cross Validation (a). US-Germany (b). US-China (c). Germany-China
Jackknife Cross Validation:
This is the strong cross validation method used for evaluation the performance of the predictor. If the data contained N
records, then the method train the model by N-1 records and test for the remaining one record therefore, this method
is also called skip one strategy. The method repeats the process N times and make prediction for each sample data rec
ord. In this work the Jackknife test is performed based on the Random Forest predictor and we achieved the accuracy
Ac, Sensitivity Sn, Precession Pr and Matthew Correlation Coefficient MCC for the SARS-COV2 protein data of US-G
ermany, US-China and China-Germany as presented in the table and the ROC curves are shown in the Table 3 and the
ROC curves in Figure 5.
Table 5. Jackknife test result
Model

ACC (%)

MCC

SN (%)

Pr (%)

ROC

US-Germany

95.0

1.0

0.96

1.0

0.95

US-China

96.88

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.96

China-Germany

95.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.95

(a).

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6. Jackknife testing ROC Curves (a). US-Germany (b). US-China (c). China-Germany
2. Conclusion: In this work, we developed three models to identify protein mutant strains associated with the USA,
Germany and China. The model for differentiating the US SARS-COV2 protein strain from the German strain. Similarly, in
the second model, the process is repeated for the United States and China, and finally in the third model for China and Germany.
The performance of models is evaluated by the independent tests, 10-fold cross-validation, and by the jackknife test. Using
these performance evaluations, we achieved very dominant results with an accuracy of around 95% in all models. These results
of high accuracy predicted the high level of discrimination in the SARS-COV2 protein strain associated with the three different
countries: United States, Germany, and China. This discrimination shows the very visible mutation in Germany and the USA
as compared to China, the origin of the virus. Likewise, the visible mutation between the USA and Germany. This concludes
the presence of powerful mutation existence in SARS-COV2 protein, which is an alarming situation not only to adopt the
controlling strategy but also in case of its drug and vaccine development and its success from area to area. Further, a
comprehensive research is required to separately analyses Accessory protein 7b, 6, ORF3a, 10, 8 protein, Envelope small
membrane protein, Nucleoprotein, Membrane protein, Spike glycoprotein, 3C-like proteinase, and 2'-O-methyltransferase with
respect to different countries so that to identify the most mutated subset of SARS-COV2 protein strain.
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